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5. Concluding Remarks 
The standard Lyapunov equation has been extensively studied in the 
linear-systems and economics literature (see e.g. [9]). As yet, however, no 
interpretation of 92 in the context of these fields has been found. Neverthe- 
less, an explicit solution for 9y is well motivated, since it would also provide 
an explicit solution for 90. This is an open problem. An explicit solution is 
currently being sought using matrix transformations and convex cone theory. 
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THE AGA TWO-SWEEP ITERATIVE METHODS 
FOR THE SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATION SYSTEMS 
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The aim of this paper is to discuss the theoretical formulation of partial 
factorization methods, called the AGA two-sweep iterative methods, for the 
solution of linear equation systems. 
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The partial-factorization iterative methods have usually a greater conver- 
gence rate than the standard methods such as the SOR (successive overrelax- 
ation), the cyclic Chebyshev polynomial, or the AD1 (alternating-direction 
implicit) methods [l]. The properties of the iteration matrices and algorithms 
of partial-factorization iterative methods with optimal acceleration parame- 
ters were studied much later than the previous methods, and they still find 
interest in theoretical investigations and practical applications [2, 31. 
The first such partial factorization methods were considered, under the 
name “primitive iterative methods,” by Varga [4]. However, these methods 
were restricted to symmetrical matrices, and they were included in his 
monograph [ 11. Closely related techniques were introduced independently at 
the same time by Buleev [5] and Oliphant [6]. These methods remained 
unnoticed until 1968, when some new developments occurred following the 
numerical experiments of Stone [7]. However, none of these methods were 
extensively considered from the viewpoint of practical applications, and they 
are not as well documented theoretically as the AGA two-sweep iterative 
methods. These latter methods started in 1968 with the first and simplest 
version, called the EWA method, and have been since applied successfully to 
solving large linearequation problems arising from the finite-difference ap- 
proximation of second-order elliptic equations, namely the system of neutron 
diffusion equations in nuclear-reactor theory [8-111. These methods are 
convenient in practical utilization, and when implemented in reactor design 
codes, they have provided very encouraging results. The application of the 
double successive-over-relaxation process for the acceleration of inner-iteration 
convergence in the production codes HEXAGA-II [lo] and HEXAGA-III [ 111 
proved to be highly effective, especially in refined-mesh calculations [12]. 
In our considerations we shall refer to the iterative solution of the 
following linear equation system: 
A$I=c, (1) 
where A is a nonsingular matrix, by means of the following iterative scheme: 
where $I (t) denotes successive iterative solutions and 
A=M-N (3) 
is the splitting of A, which defines a given method. The above scheme is 
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convergent to the solution of Equation (1) for any initial vector $@), if and 
only if M is a nonsingular matrix and the corresponding iteration matrix 
9,=M-'N (4 
has spectral radius p( 9,) < 1 [l]. 
The idea of factorization methods consists in expressing the matrix M as 
the product of nonsingular matrices chosen in such a way that they are 
“easily invertible” and relatively easy to obtain. Then N = M - A can be 
considered as the remainder matrix for an assumed factorization of M, and 
when N exists as a nonzero matrix we have the partial factorization of A. In 
the case when N becomes the null matrix we have the strict factorization of 
A, and the solution of Equation (1) is obtained by means of the direct method 
equivalent to the Gaussian elimination. Thus, for all partial factorizations of 
A the solution of Equation (1) has an iterative nature. 
We assume that all matrices considered have the same order n X n as the 
matrix A defined by the following decomposition: 
A=K-L-U, (5) 
where K, L, an U are diagonal, strictly lower, and upper triangular 
matrices, respectively. Introducing additional strictly lower and upper trian- 
gular matrices H and Q, respectively, with the above definition of A we can 
assume the factorization 
M= [I-(L+H)D-~]D[I-D~~(u+Q)], (6) 
where the matrix D is defined by the following implicit relation: 
D=K-diag{(L+H)D-‘(U+Q)}, (7) 
and, as can be easily verified, 
N=off-diag{(L + H)D-'(U+Q)} -H-Q, (8) 
where for a given matrix B, diag(B) denotes only main diagonal entries of B 
and off-diag(B) = B - diag(B), and where D is assumed as a nonsingular 
diagonal matrix. 
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The iterative method can be written as follows; 
&+l) = pQ#p) + M-lc, t>o, (9) 
and 
.dl= [z-D-‘(U+Q)]-lD-‘[z-(L+H)D-l]-lN (10) 
denotes the iteration matrix for this method. 
As Z - (L + H)D-’ and Z - D-‘(U + Q) are nonsingular lower and 
upper triangular matrices respectively, this method can be easily applied in 
practice by using the two-sweep procedure. Let us multiply Equation (9) on 
the left by Z - D-‘(U+ Q) and shift the term D-‘(U+ Q)+(t+‘) to the right 
side of the equation. We obtain 
&+l) = D-1 0 u+ Q),$ (‘+l)+[z-(L+H)D-l]-l(Ak$‘+c)). 
Denoting 
p+l)= [I-(L+H)D-‘](Nc#J”+c) 
and again multiplying this expression on the left by Z - (L + H)D- ‘, we 
finally obtain 
P(f+l)=(L+H)D-jB(‘+l)+N(‘)+c, 
01) 
~((t+l)=D-l[(U+Q)~(t+l)+P(t+l)], t>,o. 
Since (L + H)D-’ and D-‘(U+ Q) are strictly lower and upper triangular 
matrices, respectively, the components of PCt+r) can be calculated recursively 
for increasing indices in the forward elimination sweep, and the components 
of c$‘+ ‘) can be calculated recursively for decreasing indices in the backward 
substitution sweep. The two-sweep equations of (11) represent the general 
form of a broad class of methods called the AGA two-sweep iteratiue 
methods, and the iteration matrix .&‘r defined by Equation (10) is called the 
AGA two-sweep iteration matrix. 
Each method is uniquely defined by the choice of matrices H and Q. The 
assumption that H and Q are strictly lower and upper triangular matrices, 
respectively, always allows us to determine explicitly the values of nonzero 
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entries of H and Q for an arbitrary pattern of the location of nonzero entries 
in these matrices, directly from the implicit form of the matrix 
(L + H)D-‘(U+ Q). I n other words, all nonzero entries of H, Q, and 
consequently D and N can be calculated by means of recursive formulas, 
successively for each pair of increasing entry indices, 1 < i, j < n [8, 91. 
In Table 2 representing the classification of factorization methods, it is 
shown how different methods can be defined by the appropriate choice of 
the matrices H and Q. Such classical iterative methods as the Jacobi and 
Gauss-Seidel methods in this table can be considered as degenerate forms of 
partial factorizations. 
The EWA, Varga, and Buleev methods characterized by the choice of H 
and Q as the null matrices are the simplest partial-factorization methods. 
Varga restricted his factorization algorithms to symmetrical matrices and 
Buleev introduced the diagonal relaxation by using the parameter e. 
Improved factorization algorithms with nonzero matrices H and Q were 
introduced by Oliphant and Stone. Oliphant examined the method in which 
the nonzero entries of H are proportional to the corresponding entries of L 
with the varying parameter g, and he used the extrapolation procedure as an 
accelerating technique. In the Stone method H = z and Q = u, where 
nonzero entries of L and I? are derived from some implicit relations [7] [but 
not from the implicit form of (L + H)D- ‘( U + Q)] and the iteration parame- 
ter a is applied to accelerate the convergence. However, in both methods the 
nonzero entries of H and Q coincide with the nonzero entries of L and U in 
location only. 
The AGA methods represent a quite new, broad class of iterative factor- 
ization algorithms in which the nonzero entries of HA and QA need not 
coincide in position only with nonzero entries of L and U. The AGA methods 
reduce to the socalled EWA method for H = Q = 0 and to the direct method 
(equivalent to Gaussian elimination) when the matrices H, and Qn are so 
chosen that No = 0. The EWA method can be considered as a particular case 
of the Buleev, Oliphant, and Stone methods. 
In order to accelerate the convergence in the AGA methods the following 
extrapolation procedure is applied in two-sweep equations: 
P(f+‘)=Op[(L+H)D-1~(‘+1)+N~(‘)+c](~8-1)P(f), 
(12) 
,$(f+r) = $D-‘[(u+ Q)#‘+” + P(t+l)] - (&?, - l)& t > 0. 
We shall call this method the AGA double successive-overrelaxation two- 
sweep iterative method (or for brevity, the AGA double SOR) for 52, > 1 and 
C$+ > 1, and the AGA single successive overrelaxation two-sweep iterative 
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m&hod (or for brevity, the AGA single SOR) for either fJt, > 1 and Q2, = 1 or 
Sz, = 1 and tit, > 1. 
The above sweep equations can be condensed to the following iterative 
scheme spanned on three successive vectors: 
&+l) = p-‘R$p’- p-‘s$p” + m, 
t > 0, (13) 
where 
R=N- &+[Z-Q,o-yu+Q)] -&$[Z-n,(L+HpqD. 
B * 
S= G?t&&b-I)* 
fv% ’ 
m=P-%. 
This iterative scheme corresponds to a double splitting of the matrix A, 
which can be expressed as follows: 
A=P-R+S. (14) 
We shall show that the same approach as in the case of iterative methods 
based on the classical splitting of A (A = M - N, where M is a nonsingular 
matrix) can be applied in the convergence analysis of the above iterative 
method accompanied by the double splitting of the matrix A. The equation 
(13) can be written in the following equivalent form [9]: 
Denoting 
$(t+n = 
qp+ 1) 
[ 1 p ’ $W = 
(15) 
- Pp’s 1 0 ’
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we have 
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+ (t+ 1) = yjY&w + w, t >o. (17) 
We shall call the matrix %‘n the AGA double SOR iteration matrix. 
The effectiveness of the AGA single and double SOR two-sweep iterative 
methods depends on the selection of the relaxation factors a, but the 
determination of their optimum values which minimize the spectral radius of 
iteration matrices (or maximize the rate of convergence) in a given method is 
theoretically an unsolved problem in the general case. However, from the 
extensive experience acquired by the author in the utilization of these 
methods in the numerical solution of multidimensional neutron diffusion 
equations playing the fundamental role in nuclear reactor theory, it can be 
concluded that a priori estimation of optimum relaxation factors can be 
obtained by means of an empirical approach with sufficient accuracy. 
The increased convergence rate of the AGA double SOR methods allows 
us very often to obtain solutions with a number of iterations several times 
smaller than for the standard methods based on SOR techniques. 
The convergence analysis and the behavior of spectral radii of iteration 
matrices as the function of relaxation factors is demonstrated for many 
problems in Refs. [8, 9, 10, 11, 121. 
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